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1. Introduction
This paper will survey the current state of Messianic Jewish theology and outline
some future directions. MJT has not gone far, and needs to go much further. Several
streams of theology can be found within the movement, and several further
developments are needed for it to become a mature movement, both personally,
spiritually and theologically. We will summarise the various streams, and highlight
some key issues that need to be addressed.
2. Types of Messianic Jewish Theology
Within the Messianic movement itself several different streams can be identified.1
Type 1 - Jewish Christianity, Christocentric and Reformed (Maoz)
This type of MJT may be characterised as Christian proclamation, with limited
cultural and linguistic translation into a Jewish frame of reference. Baruch Maoz
identifies himself as an ethno-cultural „Jewish‟ Christian in dialogue with those in the
Messianic movement who advocate a return to a religious „Judaism‟.2 Maoz works
with the presuppositions of Reformed Protestantism and is highly critical of Rabbinic
Judaism. His theology is shaped to correct what he sees as the error of Messianic
Judaism of compromise on Christian essentials by acceptance of Rabbinic Judaism.
Maoz‟s doctrine of God reflects Christian orthodoxy with little engagement with
Jewish theological concerns. His Christology is expressed in the Creeds, and
expounded as Reformed Dogmatics. The Law is fulfilled in Christ, with Jewish
observance permitted only when in conformity with New Testament practice. The key
theological concern is the elevation of Jesus as Messiah, the uniqueness of his saving
work, and the challenge to Rabbinic Judaism that this poses. Judaism and Jewish
identity cannot be allowed to diminish the authority of Christ as revealed in Scripture.
The hermeneutical system is that of the Protestant Reformation and Conservative
Evangelicalism.
Maoz has a strong political loyalty to the State of Israel, but justifies this on the
grounds of national and cultural identity. He is critical of Premillennialism and
studiedly agnostic on eschatology. Maoz‟s thought, with its Christian Reformed
theological emphasis, its non-charismatic and anti-rabbinic attitude, appeals to those
with a focus on Scripture as interpreted through the Reformation tradition. Within the
land of Israel such views are popular with those disaffected with the more superficial
elements of the Messianic movement and unimpressed with more engaged forms of
Torah-observance. The challenge for Maoz‟s approach will be to develop an
appropriate, coherent doctrine of Israel, and a theology of culture that does not
artificially separate an ethno-cultural „Jewishness‟ from religious „Judaism‟. Maoz‟s
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arbitrary distinction between the two is problematic, and has not met with general
acceptance.3
Type 2 - Dispensationalist Hebrew Christianity (Fruchtenbaum)
Arnold Fruchtenbaum is the leading theologian in this group, whose expression of
Jewishness and Jewish identity are defined within the parameters of
Dispensationalism.4 The shape of Fruchtenbaum‟s theology is determined by a
systematic and programmatic application of Dispensationalist teaching and method to
existential questions of Jewish identity and faith in Jesus.
Fruchtenbaum‟s God is the God of Protestant Evangelicalism, articulated in the mode
of Revised Dispensationalism, with little room for speculative thought or
contextualisation.5 There is no use for rabbinic or Jewish tradition unless it confirms
and illustrates biblical revelation as reflected through a dispensationalist hermeneutic.
Orthodox Christology is viewed through a conservative evangelical lens. There are
some attempts at translation into Jewish cultural contexts, but a literal rather than
dynamic equivalence is sought. The Abrahamic covenant is fulfilled in the Messiah,
and the Torah seen as the Dispensation of the Mosaic Law has come to an end.
Practice of those national and cultural Jewish elements that do not go against the NT
is permitted, but the rabbinic re-interpretation of the Torah and its claims to authority
are false.
Fruchtenbaum‟s concern is an effective rooting of Gospel proclamation within a
Jewish context, and with a strong eschatological agenda of Dispensationalism, which
looks forward with certainty to the imminent return of Christ, the Rapture, Tribulation
and Millennial kingdom. This is the focus and centre of his system.
With this clearly defined theological base, hermeneutical method and eschatological
scheme, Fruchtenbaum‟s articulate exposition appeals to those looking for a clear
theological system. The combination of political support for Israel and a strong
eschatological emphasis will continue to influence the Messianic movement.
However, it also contains the weaknesses of Dispensationalism: its hermeneutical
methods; its 19th century amalgam of rationalism, romanticism and historical
consciousness; and the problem of Israel and the Church as two peoples of God.
These will not gain acceptance with the majority of Messianic Jews, and they will
look for alternatives.
Type 3 – Israeli National and Restorationist (Nerel)
Gershon Nerel‟s theology is observable in his historical studies of Jewish believers in
the early church, and in the 19th and early 20th centuries. His theological system is
implicit rather than explicit in his narrative of the histories of Jewish believers in
Yeshua (JBYs). He has yet to produce a systematic exposition of his theology.
Nevertheless he is representative of many Israeli Messianic Jews, who express their
proximity to Christianity in solid creedal affirmations, and practice a form of
Messianic Judaism which is Hebrew-speaking, rooted in modern Israeli society and
culture, but with little regard for Rabbinic orthodoxy as a religious system. Culturally,
ethnically and nationally, like the majority of secular Israelis, they identify with Israel
and its aspirations as a State, serving in the army, living in kibbutz and moshav, and
putting their children through the Israeli school system.
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The heart of Nerel‟s theology is the eschatological significance not just of the modern
Zionist movement and the return to the Land, but also the re-establishment of Jewish
believers in Jesus in Israel to renew the original apostolic church of Peter and James.
For Nerel this has significant implications for the shape and unity of the church,
challenging it to repent of supersessionism and anti-Judaism. JBYs bear a special
„eschatological spiritual authority‟. This challenges Israel to recognise the imminent
return of her Messiah, and calls Jewish people world-wide to make Aliyah, in
preparation for the end times. In the light of anti-Semitism and supersessionism,
Nerel‟s Messianic Judaism is a powerful prophetic call to Israel and the nations to see
what God is doing today. His theological system is not concerned with minutiae of
doctrinal formulas, but with a clear pragmatic involvement in a Restorationist
programme. The fact that Messianic Judaism does not have twenty centuries of
tradition to look to is a distinct advantage as it develops its theology.
The very fact that congregations of JBY lack a two-millennia tradition [italics
his] helps them to easily find the bridge between themselves and the firstcentury model of JBY as portrayed in the New Testament.6
There exists a clear resemblance between the messianic movement of Jewish
believers in Jesus and the modern Zionist movement. Basically, both movements
highlight the idea of bridging a historical gap between modern times and biblical
times. Namely, they consciously reject allegations that they maintain anachronistic
approaches. On the contrary, contemporary Jewish Jesus-believers and mainstream
Zionists raise the opposite argument that they still possess a natural right to bypass the
last two millennia and directly relate to the pre-exilic period in Israel‟s history.7
Nerel‟s theological method and shape blends the independent evangelical stream of
the previous generation of Messianic Jews who made Aliyah in the 1950s with the
establishment of the State of Israel and the Zionist movement, combining Jewish
political action and Christian eschatology. His eschatology is premillennial, but he
avoids the systematisation of Dispensationalism. His realised eschatology stresses the
significance of the re-emergence of Messianic Jews in the Land. This could become
an important factor in the future, as the Messianic movement grows in Israel, and
takes on greater political and prophetic relevance.
Type 4 – New Testament Halacha, Charismatic and Evangelical (Juster, Stern)
The most popular type of MJT found within the Messianic Movement is that of David
Stern and Daniel Juster, who advocate „New Testament halacha‟ within a Jewish
expression of faith that is evangelical and charismatic.8 It is the dominant influence
within the UMJC and integrates belief in Jesus as Messiah with Jewish tradition. It
expresses Christian orthodoxy within a Jewish cultural and religious matrix, seeing a
prophetic and restorative role for Messianic Judaism in the renewal of both Judaism
and Christianity. Its theological system is an eclectic combination of evangelical
innovation and traditional Jewish observance.
Belief in God and the Trinity follows Christian orthodoxy, but this is translated into
Jewish forms of thought and expression. Nicene Christology is recontextualised and
expressed in Jewish terms. The doctrine of the Incarnation is expressed apologetically
and in dynamically equivalent Jewish terms. The Torah is re-defined in the light of
Yeshua, and the Oral Torah is critically evaluated in the light of the New Testament.
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The Messianic Movement belongs to the movement of restoration of the whole
Church, and is part of Israel. Historic Premillennialist eschatology brings urgent
expectation of what God is doing in the Land and among the people of Israel.
Salvation is only by faith in Yeshua. Yet Israel is still the people of God, and her
future salvation is assured. Until this happens evangelistic witness is imperative, but
must be done in ways that are culturally sensitive, showing how the Messianic
movement is part of the Jewish community, not separate from it or outside it.
Scripture is the supreme authority, but must be interpreted and applied contextually,
following the „Fuller School of World Mission‟ approach developed by Glasser,
Goble and Hutchens. The Oral Torah can help understand and interpret NT halacha.
The Torah to be observed is that of Yeshua and his followers, with some appropriate
adjustments for today.
The future of this stream within the movement is bright, as it occupies the middle
ground between Jewish and Christian spheres of influence. It has found popular
expression in many Messianic congregations, especially in the USA, combining a
vibrant charismatic expression of faith with a „Torah positive‟ attitude to Jewish
tradition. However, its theological integrity and authenticity has yet to be made
explicit, and the tension between tradition and innovation reconciled. The pioneering
statements made by Juster and Stern in the formative period of the 1970s and 1980s
have yet to be consolidated. It remains to be seen how the combination of charismatic
evangelicalism and „New Covenant Torah observance‟ will be accepted by the next
generation in Israel and the USA.
Type 5 – Traditional Judaism and the Messiah (Schiffman, Fischer, Berkowitz)
Several independent thinkers can be situated between Stern and Juster on one side and
Kinzer and Hashivenu on the other. They cannot be easily aligned, as their thinking
has not fully emerged and it is difficult to locate their contribution precisely.
Nevertheless in the USA John Fischer and Michael Schiffman and in Israel Ariel
Berkowitz, David Freedman and Arieh Powlinson bring perspectives which are both
„Torah positive‟ and appreciative of Rabbinic tradition without the full affirmation
given them by Kinzer and the Hashivenu group. The systematisation of their views is
incomplete, and their theological reflection has yet to be abstracted. They practice a
halachic orthopraxy informed by faith in Jesus. It is possible that new streams of MJT
may emerge more fully from this as yet disparate group. Whilst they remain close to
Jewish orthodoxy their doctrine of Revelation does not see rabbinic tradition as the
inspired, God-given means for the preservation of the Jewish people (as does Kinzer),
but their observance of rabbinic halacha is stronger than that of Juster and Stern.
Powlinson brings a new spirituality to his thinking, and Freedman and Berkowitz
bring a new orientation to the Torah making it available, in principle if not in practice,
to the Nations. Fischer approaches Torah from his own orthodox Jewish background,
but with the eyes of a New Testament follower of Yeshua. This group have
maintained orthodox Christian beliefs, whilst interacting with Jewish traditional views
and objections, on the nature of God, the Messiah, and the Torah. Their eschatology is
premillennial. Their observance of Torah follows orthodoxy, whilst allowing for restatement where appropriate. Scripture is read in the light of rabbinic tradition, but is
still supreme as authoritative revelation. The emerging shape of this theology is not
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clear, but could result in „Messianic Hasidism‟ with a possibly more orthodox Jewish
expression.
Type 6 - ‘Postmissionary Messianic Judaism’ (Kinzer, Nichol, Sadan)
Mark Kinzer‟s „Postmissionary Messianic Judaism‟ presents the potential for a
programmatic theological system. Combating supersessionist readings of scripture to
argue for the ongoing election of Israel and the legitimacy of a Torah-observant
Messianic Judaism, Kinzer employs postliberal9 and postcritical Jewish and Christian
theological resources. His understanding of the revelation of God through the
Scriptures and Jewish tradition acknowledges the significance of the Jewish and
Christian faith communities through which such revelation is mediated. Ecclesiology
and soteriology cohere around his bi-lateral understanding (reflecting Karl Barth) of
the community of God made up of both „unbelieving‟ Israel, and the Church, with
Jesus present in both, visible to the ekklesia but only partially recognised by Israel.
This „mature Messianic Judaism‟ is summarised by the Hashivenu statement of
purpose:
Our goal is a mature Messianic Judaism. We seek an authentic expression of
Jewish life maintaining substantial continuity with Jewish tradition. However,
Messianic Judaism is energized by the belief that Yeshua of Nazareth is the
promised Messiah, the fullness of Torah. Mature Messianic Judaism is not
simply Judaism plus Yeshua, but is instead an integrated following of Yeshua
through traditional Jewish forms and the modern day practice of Judaism in
and through Yeshua.10
It is clear that Kinzer‟s influences and assumptions place him outside the mainstream
of Protestant Evangelicalism, especially the conservative variety often found within
previous forms of Messianic Judaism. His view of the authority and inspiration of
Scripture is tempered by respect for Jewish traditions of interpretation, and the
influence of critical and postcritical biblical scholarship, and postliberal theology.
Kinzer advocates solidarity with the Jewish community.11 He encourages sympathetic
identification with the religious and cultural concerns of Judaism, as found in the
North American context. The primary location of identity is „within the Jewish
community‟ in order that Messianic Jews will „have Jewish grandchildren‟. One
purpose is to refute the accusation of assimilation that is levelled at Jewish believers
in Jesus by the Jewish community.
„Postmissionary Messianic Judaism‟ arises as one way of negotiating the tension
between proclamation of Jesus as Messiah, and the preservation of Jewish belief,
practice and identity. Such concerns reflect the challenges facing the Messianic
movement worldwide as it grows in theological, spiritual, communal and personal
maturity. Kinzer‟s response is a Messianic Judaism that echoes Conservative Judaism
in its liturgy and practice, and integrates belief in Yeshua in the context of loyalties
and identity to „Jewish space.‟
Kinzer sees Jesus as divine, but within a Judaism not inhospitable to the possibility of
the divinity and incarnation of the Son of God. The historic Christian formulations of
the Trinity are inadequate in Jewish contexts because they are steeped in Hellenism.
New postcritical formulations are required that emerge from Jewish tradition and are
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recognised as possible understandings of the nature of God. The Scriptures of Judaism
and Christianity are both inspired, and to be interpreted within a non-supersessionist
appreciation of the canonical and communal contexts in which they arose.
Torah is observed in the light of Orthodox and Conservative halacha, with some
modifications. Jewish believers thus integrate Messianic beliefs within traditional
synagogal life, and witness to the Messiah through the presence of a community
within the Jewish community rather than through overt appeal to individuals from
without.
Kinzer‟s approach is the most theologically creative proposal to have emerged within
Messianic Judaism in recent years, but it remains to be seen how much communal
acceptance it will receive. It builds on North American Conservative Judaism in its
method and expression, and departs significantly from the evangelical foundations to
which much of Messianic Judaism still adheres. Its theological articulation, whilst
profound, may not find popular appeal.12
Type 7 - Rabbinic Halacha in the Light of the NT (Shulam)
Joseph Shulam expresses an Israeli form of Messianic Judaism using the resources of
Orthodox Judaism. Shulam makes the call to „do Messianic Jewish halacha‟ and to
cut the „umbilical cord‟ that connects Messianic Judaism to Christian denominations.
He reads the Scriptures within the controlling hermeneutical framework of the Jewish
tradition. His aim is to teach the church the Jewish roots of its faith by a series of
commentaries on the Jewish sources of the New Testament writings.13
The project is incomplete, and it is not clear how such a theology will be formulated.
Shulam‟s main concern is to clear away the preliminary barriers of twenty centuries
of non-Jewish reading of the scriptures. His call for Messianic halacha is in reaction
to the „Gentilisation‟ of Messianic Judaism. Whilst he advocates a return to halacha,
it is not clear in what form this will emerge. However, his is a genuine and Israelibased expression of a Jewish orthodoxy linked to orthodox Christian beliefs about
Jesus. His perspective is one that should be recognised within the spectrum of MJT,
and it is possible that others will follow in his emphases.14
Shulam disassociates himself from mainstream (and „Gentilised‟) Christianity,
situating himself within Jewish social and religious space. He combines Messianic
Judaism with mystical traditions in Judaism that lead to affirmations of his faith.
Rabbinic, and even mystical traditions are part of the revelatory process, and to be
held in balance with scripture. Shulam‟s theological system is based on a midrashic
approach to scripture, a reading of the New Testament influenced by David Flusser,
and some expression of the Jewish mystical tradition (Kabbalah) factored in to his
overall approach.
Type 8 - Messianic Rabbinic Orthodoxy (Brandt, Marcus)
Elazar Brandt advocates a form of Messianic Judaism that is close to Rabbinic
orthodoxy, but is a minority position within the Messianic movement. He is
convinced that Messianic Jews must:
make every effort to remain committed to the 4 pillars of Jewish existence that
have always held us together -- G-d15, land, people and Torah. History
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repeatedly shows that groups who have abandoned any of these commitments
have quickly disappeared from the scene.16
His advocacy of Torah observance is so strong that:
I dare say that it is less dangerous to follow the wrong messiah than to follow
the wrong Torah.17
The authority of Torah, which for him is interpreted through rabbinic tradition,
influences his Christology:
The rightful Messiah will come to Jerusalem where his throne will be
established and where he will rule Israel and the nations with justice according
to the Torah. There is no such thing as a Messiah who does not keep Torah
and teach his people to do so. If Yeshua does not do and teach Torah, then he
is not the Messiah -- not for Israel, and not for anybody else.18
This leads him to oppose all forms of supersessionism.
There is no such thing as a Messiah who is not the Messiah of Israel. A
Messiah who rejects Israel and chooses another people group is not the
Messiah promised in the Bible.19
Messianic Jews have no special status among their people as the „faithful remnant‟ of
Romans 9-11, but rather take their stand within the faithful found within all Israel.
They cannot claim special status as the „remnant‟ because of their belief in Yeshua, as
this would disenfranchise others who do not believe in him.
Jews who claim to follow Yeshua and to know and do his Torah more
perfectly than other Jews, and on such a basis claim to be the „true Israel‟, or
the „true remnant of Israel‟, or other such language, are no less in the
replacement camp than Christians who believe G-d has rejected Israel and
chosen them instead.20
Brandt‟s soteriology includes all Israel.
The „Israel‟ who today walks the streets of Jerusalem and the cities throughout
the land, and the Jews who are identifiable outside of the land, are the Israel
that G-d is going to see through to redemption. He staked his name on this by
an oath. This includes Haredis and secular, Conservative and Reform as well
as Zionist and uncommitted. „All Israel shall be saved,‟ said Paul. If G-d does
not keep this promise, then he is not G-d. He said so Himself.21
Brandt‟s hermeneutics call for a return to halachic orthodoxy. To Brandt this means
abandoning a „spiritualising and fantasising‟ approach to the Bible, and returning to
„literal interpretation and obedience‟. Jews who believe in Yeshua remain Jews. They
are called to repent, not by being „sorry for personal sins‟, but by returning to the
covenant, and remaining „faithful to our G-d, land, people and Torah‟. As regards the
witness of Messianic Jews to their people:
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Our best testimony to our own people will be if we can show that we are doing this
because we met Yeshua. Instead, we have been doing our best to show that we have
broken our covenant with the four pillars [God, Land, People and Torah] since we
have met Yeshua. What reason is there today or in the past for our people to see us
otherwise?22
This type is at the far end of the continuum, and expresses a tendency to move back
into Judaism at the expense of Christian affirmations and distinctives. Uri Marcus
puts forward a revised adoptionist Christology, Elazar Brandt is more comfortable
within Jewish Orthodoxy, and ultra-orthodox Hasidim who come to believe in Jesus
remain in their communities, practicing as „secret believers‟, invisible to outsiders, as
part of an „insider movement.‟
Like Brandt, Marcus distances himself from „Hellenistic‟ and „Gentile‟ Christianity.
Marcus subscribes to Orthodox Jewish views on the indivisibility and singularity of
the Divine nature which rules out the possibility of the Trinity. However, his
dispensational premillennial eschatology and its charismatic expression relate closely
to Christian Zionism, and his denial of the Trinity and Incarnation has caused
controversy in Christian Zionist and Messianic Jewish circles.
For Marcus, Jesus is the human Messiah, who did not claim deity and is not divine.
Scripture is read in context of rabbinic tradition, which informs and controls the
results of such reading. Rabbinic halacha is accepted, and there is little overt
proclamation. Whilst the theology of this stream has yet to be comprehensively or
systematically articulated, it is an influential if heterodox group within the Messianic
movement. Without clearer definition of the significance of Yeshua, it is likely that
for some it will be a means back into Jewish orthodoxy, and that an increasing
number of Messianic Jews will take up the label of „Orthodox‟ or „Just Jewish‟.
3. Evangelical Israel – what is the missiology of the remnant?
Thomas Torrance‟s theology of Israel as the instrument through which Christ is
mediated in revelation and reconciliation raises the question as to what extent the
remnant of Israel still continue to play a role. Eschewing the supersessionism which
says, in the words of Cardinal Faulhaber “After the death of Christ, Israel was
dismissed from the service of Revelation”,23 Torrance asserts that Israel was the
environment in which “a two-way movement was involved: an adaptation of divine
revelation to the human mind and an adaptation of articulate forms of human
understanding and language to fit divine revelation.”24
Torrance maintains that „Israel‟s vicarious mission in the mediation of reconciliation
does not cease with Christ‟s death and resurrection, but has significance through all of
history.”…He adds that „the deep schism between Christianity and Judaism that
developed in the early centuries of the church, and perpetuated in history since, has
impaired Christianity‟s attempt to understand the gospel, especially the atonement
(pp. 37-46).25
4. Ecumenical Messianic Jewish Theology
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What form should the Messianic Jewish community take within the body of Christ.
Lev Gillet, a contemporary of Paul Levertoff, wrote more than 110 years ago:
A Jewish Christianity implies, as we have seen, something quite different from the
individual adhesion to any present Christian mission or Church. It implies a
Christian faith and a Jewish religious environment. Such a combination could be
achieved along two lines. We shall call the first way „un-synagogued Jewish
Christianity‟ and the second „synagogued Jewish Christianity.‟26
„Unsynagogued Christianity‟ is a Jewish Christianity that has „broken its ties with the
Synagogue‟, and might exist in two forms, which are of interest to us in our
discussion. Gillet explains:
It could be a special and autonomous branch of one of the present Christian
Churches, e.g., of the Eastern Orthodox Church, or of the Roman Catholic
Church, or of the Episcopal Churches in Communion with Canterbury. The
condition of this branch, having its own ritual, discipline, and theological
tradition, would offer some analogies with the position of the Eastern Uniat
Churches in the Church of Rome.27
The alternative „unsynagogued Jewish Christianity, according to Gillet, would be an
„independent Christian Church, like the Moravian and Waldensian Churches.”
However, Gillet devotes more space and interest to what he calls “Synagogued”
Jewish Christianity, a Jewish Christianity which “keeps, as far as possible, its ties
with the Synagogue.” Gillet recognises this way as being more “complex and
difficult”, but appears to favour it nevertheless. Citing the examples of Rabbi
Lichtenstein of Hungary, the German Jewish writer De Jonge, and other Jewish
believers in Jesus who maintained Synagogue membership whilst affirming faith in
the Messiah, Gillet sees the problems and possibilities of such a movement, both of
whole communities becoming „Jewish Christian Synagogues‟, a phenomenon he sees
as „purely hypothetical‟, and the more likely scenario of an „individual Jew or of a
small group of Jews who would believe in Christ and at the same time keep their
membership in a synagogue community.”28
Gillet claims that he is not „pleading here for any particular form of Jewish
Christianity‟ but is „merely considering the possibilities‟. However, he is convinced
that a „Jewish Christianity under some form is desirable for the whole Christian
Church.‟29 He quotes Conrad Hoffman, who argued:
We should endeavour to help such a movement to remain Jewish and Hebrew
rather than endeavour to divorce it from Jewry….The possibility of a new Church
evolving out of such a movement [of Jewish people towards Christ] must be
anticipated. We must be prepared to accept such into the Christian Church family
and even perhaps be ready to profit in a spirit of humble gratitude by the new light
which may come to our Jewish neighbours as they discover their long expected
Messiah.30
Gillet is aware of the important ecumenical significance of a “Synagogued Jewish
Christianity”:
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Secondly, we believe that the development of a Jewish Christianity is
inseparably linked with the development, among Christians, of a new
œcumenical consciousness. Therefore it is useless and even dangerous to think
of a future Jewish Christianity in too precise categories. Jewish Christianity, if
it grows, will grow and evolve with the re-united Church which the present
œcumenical movement is trying to restore. Without the Jewish seed, the
œcumenical organism will not grow, and isolated from an œcumenical
Christianity, Jewish Christianity will remain in a sect – unless it develops
entirely within the Synagogue, fecundates it and brings it into real spiritual
contact with the Church.31
5. A Messianic Jewish Missiology
Evangelical and Ethical – what is the Good News that Jewish Christianities and
Messianic Judaisms bring to the Church and to Israel? How are they to live this
out in their corporate identities – how is the Torah renewed in Yeshua to be lived
out as demonstration of God’s character of holiness, justice and love?
6. Conclusion
We have outlined several streams within the movement, and several directions in
which it needs to develop. Without a mature Messianic Jewish theology those of us
who are Jewish and believe in Jesus will not fully realise our calling as the „remnant‟
to live out our faith in a way that challenges both Church and Synagogue. May the
Lord strengthen us for the task.
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